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1. Explanation of symbols
|The lightning symbol inside a triangle is used when there is a potential isk of personal

A injury, such as electric shock
An exclamation mark in a triangle indicates important instructions in this operating manual

 that absolutely have to be observed
The arrow symbol indicates specifictips and advice on operation.

 I The product is intended for use in dry indoor rooms only;it must not become damp or
wet.

2. Safety instructions
\Read the operating instructions carefully and especially observe the safety

_ information. If you do not follow the safety instructions and information on proper
handling in this manual,we assume no liability for any resulting personal injury or

|/damage to proper damage to property. Such cases will invalidate the warranty/guarantee.

a)General use
·To avoid fire,explosion,or injury, inspect battery pack and charger for any damage before use
 DONOT use vacuum with a damaged battery pack or charger.
· If handheld vacuum/wand is damaged, discontinue use.
·DO NOT use outdoors or on wet surfaces. Use only on dry surfaces.

 · DONOT vacuum up hard or sharp objects such as glass, nails, screws, or coins that could
damage the vacum. DO NOT vacuum up drywall dust, fireplace ash, or embers. DO NOT use

|as an attachment to power tools for dust collection.
· DO NOT vacuum up smoking or burning objects such as hot coals,cigarette butts, or matches.
·DO NOT vacum up flammable or combustible materials (e.g., ighter fluid,gasoline, or

kerosene)or use vacuum in areas where they may be present.
·DO NOT vacum up toxic solutions(e.g., chlorine bleach,ammonia,or drain cleaner).
 ·DO NOT use in an enclosed space where vapors are present from paint, paint thinner, moth
 proofing substances, flammable dust, or other explosive or toxic materials.
· DO NOT vacum up any liquids.
· DO NOT immerse vacuum in water or other liquids.
·Use extra care when cleaning on stairs.
·DO NOT handle charger or vacuum with wet hands.
· DO NOT leave vacuum unattended.
·Always turn off this appliance before connecting or disconnecting floor nozzle.

·Use only Orfeld recommended chargers and batteries. Other types of batteries may burst,
causing injury and damage.

· DO NOT incinerate appliance,even if it is severely damaged, as battery pack may explode in a
fire.

·Keep your work area well it.
·Keep the vacuum moving over the carpet surface at all times to avoid damaging the carpet

fibres.
· DONOT place vacuum on unstable surfaces such as chairs or tables.



· DONOT put any objects into openings. DO NOT use with any opening blocked; keep free of
dust, lint,hair, and anything that may reduce airfik

· DO NOT allow young children to operate the appliance or use as a toy. Close supervision is
necessary when any appliance is used near children. Care and cleaning shall not be made by

 children without supervision.
· DO NOT use without brush roller, dustbin,and allfiters in place.
|·DO NOT use if airflow is restricted; if the air paths or the floor nozzle become blocked,turn off

the vacuum and remove battery. Clear all obstructions before returning battery to vacum and
powering on again

| · Keep floor nozzle away from hair, face, fingers, uncovered feet, or loose clothing.
· DO NOT charge battery pack at temperatures below 32"F (0°℃C)or above 122°F(50°C).
· Store the appliance indoors. DO NOT use or store it below -4"F(-20°℃C).Ensure the appliance

is at room temperature before operating.

b)Dustbin, filters, accessories
|·Before turning on the vacuum:
|-Make sure that all fiters are thoroughly dry after routine cleaning.

- Make sure brush rollers, dustbin,and allfiters are in place after routine maintenance.
- Make sure accessories are free of blockages and keep openings away from face and body.
·Use only Orfeld recommended fiters and accessories. Using others will void warranty.
c) Battery pacl

·Battery pack is the power source for the appliance. When the battery pack is installed into the
appliance, DO NOT carry the appliance with your finger on the power button.DONOT charge

appliance while powered on.
· Disconnect the battery pack from the appliance before making any adjustments or

troubleshooting. If the appliance is to be stored unused for a long period, remove the battery
paCk.

· Use only Orfeld recommended chargers to charge. Use of incorrect charger may create a risk
of fire when used with the battery pack.

· Use appliance only with specifically designated battery pack. Use of any other battery packs
|may create a risk of injury and fire.

· When the battery pack is not in use, keep it away from all metal objects, such as paper clips,
coins, keys, nails, or screws. Shorting the battery terminals together increases the risk of fire or

 buns.
· Under abusive conditions, liquid may be ejected from the battery pack.Avoid contact with
liquid, as it may cause iritation or burns. If contact occurs, flush with water. If liquid contacts

 eyes, seek medical help
· Keep battery pack away from heated surfaces.

·DONOT expose battery pack or appliance to fire or temperature above 266°F(130°C) as it
may cause explosion.

· Follow all charging instructions and DO NOT charge the battery pack or appliance outside of
the temperature range specified in the instructions. Charging improperly or at temperatures
outside of the specified range may damage the battery pack and increase the risk of fire.
· Appliance should only be serviced by a qualified repair person using only identical replacement

parts.To ensure safety, DO NOT modiy or attempt to repair the appliance or the battery pack
|yourself,except as indicated in the instructions for use and care.
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18 Hard brush roller (for carpet)1 Main unit 10 Extension wand
2 SPEED button 11 Floor nozzle release button19 Charging dock
3 Speed indicator 20 Wall plugs and screws12 Floor nozzle

13 Battery pack release button i4 Battery level indicator 21 Power adapter
22HEPA fiter5 Clog warning indicator 14 Power button

6 Dustbin release button 23Pre-fiter15 Dusting brush
24 Mesh fiter7 Dustbin buckle 16 Crevice nozzle

8 Wand release button 25 Dustbin17 Soft brush roller
(for hard floor)9 Wand adjusting button

4.Accessories
1 Dusting brush (15) 2 Crevice nozzle(16)

For removing fine dust and particles from For corners, niches and other hard-to-
 curtains and other delicate surfaces.  reach places, such as car seat and mat,

picture frame, etc.
| Hard brush roller(18)3 Soft brush roller(17)
Perfect for carpets. Pick up debris belowPerfect for hard floors, especially sensitive
the surface of your carpets.wood floor. Pick up coarse and fine dirt at

the same time.

5. Assembly
|—> Choose desired cleaning tool or accessory.

a) For long-reach cleaning
· Attach the floor nozzle(12) or your desired cleaning tool to the extension wand(10), pressi

in until it clicks securely into place.
· Insert the top of the extension wand (10) into the handheld vacuum, pressing it in untilit clicks

securely into place.
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—>Adjust the overall length of the wand to suit your cleaning requirements.
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b)For short-reach cleaning
|·Press the wand release button (8) to disconnect wand from the handheld vacut

| ·Attach desired cleaning tool to the handheld vacum.

 Co 

c) Install wall-mounted charging dock
· Locate the desired location for the charging dock(19).Be sureitis near an oulet.

Recommended installation height is 110 cm.

tI0am

· Place the charging dock(19) on the wall at the desired height.Mark the screw hole locations.
Drll holes and hammer the wall plugs (20) into the holes, then fix the charging dock(19)
securely to the wall with screws.

| Make sure there are no gas, water or electrical cables and wires behind the mounting
 area before drilling.



6.Operation
a)Chargin!
—Fully charge the battery before first use.

·First, instll he battery pack. Push the battery pack into the slot on the back of the handhelk
 vacuum untilit clicks into place.

To remove, pinch the release buttons(13)on both sides of the battery pack and pull the battery
 pack out of the handheld vacuum

· To charge, slide the handheld vacum into the wall-mounted charging dock(19) to connect to
the power adapter(21),then connect the power adapter(21)to a wall outlet. It takes approx.

4.5 hours to fully charge.

— The power adapter(21) is integrated in the charging dock (19).To use the adapter(21)
separately, use a screwdriver to remove the screw fixing the lid, then remove the adapter.

|b) Turning on and off
Before vacuuming your delicate rugs or carpet, refer to the rug manufacturer'

3 recommended cleaning instructions.
·Press power button(14) to turn vacum ON, the vacuum enters AUTO mode by default.Press

power button(14) again to turn vacuum OFF.











9.Disposal
a)Product
 Electronic devices are recyclable waste and must not be disposed of in the household
Cwaste.At the end of its service life, dispose of the product according to the relevant

statutory regulations.
Remove any inserted rechargeable batteries and dispose of them separately from the

product.
pb

b)Rechargeable battery

yAs the end user, you are required by law(Battery Ordinance) to return all used
rechargeable batteries; disposal of them in the household waste is prohibited!
Contaminated rechargeable batteries are labelled with this symbol to indicate that

 disposal in the domestic waste is forbidden.The designations for the heavy metals
involved are: Cd=Cadmium, Hg=Mercury, Pb=Lead (name on rechargeable batteries,

e.g.below the trash icon on the left).

Used rechargeable batteries can be returned to collection points in your municipality,our
stores or wherever rechargeable batteries are sold.

You thus fulfil your statutory obligations and contribute to the protection of the
environment.

10. Technical data

a) Vacuum
Operating voltage. 25.9V/DC

.220 WMotor power.⋯⋯⋯

.40 /20/10 min (ECO/MID/BOOST mode)Running time

.approx.4.5 hoursCharging time.
-4 to +167 "F(-20 to +75"℃)Operating temperature
1-4 to ＋113"F(-20 to +45 "℃)Storage temperature
.+32 to＋122"F(0 to +50 "℃)Charging temperature.
250x1250× 250 mmDimensions (Wx Hx D)
3,6 kg|Weight (net)⋯⋯

b)Power adapter
.100-240 VIAC,50/60 HzInput voltage.⋯
.31 V/DCOutput voltage
.500 mAOutput current.



11.Warranty and limitations of liability
This product is quaranteed for a period of 24 months (defined by localaw)from the date of

 purchase against any failure resulting from manufacturing or material defects.
This warranty does not cover damage caused by improper installation,improper use,or normal

wear and tear of the product.
More specifially,the warranty does not cover:

 · Damage or problems caused by improper use,accident,alteration or electrical connection of
imprOper intensity or voltage.

· Modified products, those whose warranty seal or serial number have been damaged,altered,
removed or oxidized.

·Replaceable batteries and accessories are guaranteed for a period of 6 months.
· Failure of the battery due to overcharging or failure to observe the safety instructions explained

in the instruction manual.
|· Cosmetic damage,including scratches, dents, or any other element.

· Damage caused by any intervention carried out by an unauthorised person.
| ·Defects caused by normal wear and tear or due to normal ageing of the product.

· Software updates due to a change in network settings.
· Product failures due to the use of third party software to modify, change or adapt the existing

software.
· Product faiures caused by use without accessories approved by the manufacturer.

Oxidised products.
Repaired or replaced products may include new and/or reconditioned components and
equipment.
Terms and conditions of implementation:

To obtain a warranty service, you are requested to return your product to the customer service
desk of your retail outlet with your proof of purchase (receipt, invoice, ⋯.), the product and its

 supplied accessories,with its original packaging.
It is important to have the date of purchase, the model and the serial or IMEl number on hand
| as information(this information usually appears on the product, the packaging or your proof of

purchase).
 Failing this,you must return the product with the accessories necessary for its proper operation
(power supply, adaptor,etc.).

In the event that your claim is covered by the warranty, the after-sales service may,within the
limits of local law,either:
·Repair or replace defective parts.

 · Exchange the returned product with a product that has at least the same functionality and
|is equivalent in terms of performance.

 · Refund the product at the purchase price of the product mentioned on the proof of purchase.
If one of these 3solutions is used, this does not give rise to the extension or renewal of the

warranty period.


